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Abstract
This thesis seeks to establish the private and external costs of the production of
cellulosic biofuel from woody biomass. A model is presented which explores the
economic feasibility of a firm producing this biofuel using a particular process.
Specifically, it examines the input costs including the external costs of transportation, the
external cost of pollutants produced by the firm, and potential cost reductions that may be
applied as a result of learning from accumulated experience.
In order to evaluate the feasibility of the plant, a spreadsheet model is built and a
Monte Carlo simulation is run in order to evaluate profitability under different scenarios.
An examination of the concept of the duality between the cost and profit functions and
the production function is also examined.
The methods used to find the appropriate values for the plant are partly qualitative
and involve the studying of literature of closely related topics and products. The ultimate
goal is to establish a reasonable basis for understanding and estimating the costs
associated with this biofuel plant based on synthesis and induction, while also using a
Monte Carlo analysis to take into account some of the many uncertain variables involved.
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I. Introduction
This thesis seeks to establish the economic feasibility of building a cellulosic
biofuel plant that is capable of producing a product similar to diesel fuel. Essentially this
plant will take woody biomass as a feedstock and create fuel after subjecting the feed to a
particular chemical process. Literature examining the costs of similar products will be
used to estimate the costs associated with this project. The final estimates will therefore
be based on forecasts and inductive reasoning. The general conclusion and argument that
this thesis will make is that this plant is fully capable of being successful economically
under the assumptions laid out here based on an analysis of the costs of the inputs and
capital, the streams of revenue, and the benefits due to learning. The main evidence to
support this will be the results of optimizing a profit equation which shows the profit that
the firm can make as a function of the choices available to it (which for the purposes of
this paper were feedstock composition, and the number of additional plants to build in the
next year). Along with this thesis Microsoft Excel 2013 was used to build a spreadsheet
model for the plant which calculates the profit it makes in each year of its expected
lifespan.
One important aspect of this thesis is that it attempts to include the external costs
associated with various parts of the production of the biofuel. For example, the costs of
greenhouse gases produced by the plant are considered as well as potential external costs
associated with the transportation of the feedstock to the plant.
This thesis is split into eight chapters. This first chapter is simply an introduction.
The second is an overall description of the model. It lists the objective function and
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explains any parts of the model that are not adequately explained in other sections.
Notably it includes the annualized capital costs and a description of the objective function
and constraints of the model.
The third chapter addresses the social costs of carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gases. The two important gases for this plant are carbon dioxide and carbon
monoxide. Information on the social cost of methane, which could be useful when the
actual emissions of the final oil product are established, is also included.
The fourth chapter explains the concept of learning and how it affects this plant.
It is concerned with the basic ideas behind how costs may be expected to be reduced over
time as a result of workers’ learning and improvements in technology related to economic
capital. In order for it to be applicable to this model it was necessary to include the
possibility of multiple plants being built. The learning is assumed only to apply to the
next plant however it accumulates as a function of the quantity of oil and furfural that the
plant produces.
The fifth chapter looks at the costs associated with the feedstock and also includes
information on the external outputs associated with a diesel car. It explains in detail how
the cost of the woody biomass was arrived at and how this cost is dependent on the price
of diesel.
The sixth chapter provides an explanation of the idea of duality and the process
required to take a given cost function with n-inputs and convert it to a production
function that explains the level of outputs as a function of the inputs.
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The seventh chapter is the Monte Carlo analysis. This section provides the final
model conclusions, and explains how a Monte Carlo analysis was performed. It also
contains additional information on the random variables used in the model (Renewable
Identification Number (RIN) prices and diesel prices).
Finally a conclusion and summary of the results is provided. It also mentions the
limitations of this method, and provides a list of future work that could be done to
improve the estimates.
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II. Biofuel Profit Model
This section outlines the general structure of the biofuel model. The data are
available in the spreadsheet section and specific information not included here is
available in its respective section. Bold text indicates that a symbol is representing a
vector. The choice variables are c (the composition of the feedstock e.g. woody biomass),
and 𝐴! , which is the number of plants to build next year. The profit model (which may
include many plants) gives the profit that will be made over 25 years given the choice
variables. A given plant has an assumed life of 20 years, and it is assumed that new plants
can only be built within the first five years to keep the model manageable. The ultimate
goal is to solve for the best composition and year to build a new plant. The general
structure of the model is as follows:

Π=

!"
!!! 𝜋

𝒄, 𝑨|𝑃!"#,! , 𝑃!"#$#%,! =
!
!!!!!" 𝐴!!! 𝐿!
!
!
!!! 𝒑𝒊,𝒕 𝒒!,! ])    

[ 𝐾+𝑁+𝑈+𝑀
!
!!!!!" 𝐴!

⋅

+

!
!"
!
!!!(𝒑𝒐,𝒕 𝒒𝒐,𝒕 !!!!!" 𝐴! −
𝒑!𝒊𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕,𝒕 𝒒𝒊𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕,𝒕 !!!!!!" 𝐴!

	
  

The variables are defined as follows:
Π=Total profit over the time period.
𝜋=Profit in a given year
t = represents the time step being examined
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+
(2.1)

c = A vector containing the chemical composition of the feed
P = price of (p’ is a transposed vector of prices) See Monte Carlo Section for
information on Renewable Identification Numbers (RINs) which are essentially an
additional product that is created with certain types of biofuel.
A = Number of plants to start building for next year at time t or j depending on the
subscript (A contains the values of the number of plants for next year at each time step).
q = a vector of quantities of goods/pollutants.
K = Base Annualized cost of capital.
N = Base Annual Cost of Labor
U = Base Annual Cost of utilities and other costs (includes steam, electricity,
management, property taxes and insurance)
M = Base Annual Cost of Maintenance.
Lj = Learning factor in year j.
j = a time step between (inclusive) time step 1 and t.
o = output
i = Type of pollutant emitted from trucks transporting the feedstock to the plant. Here i=1
indicates carbon monoxide, 2 indicates NOx, 3 PM2.5, and 4 carbon dioxide. A full
version of the model using the values assumed in this thesis is at the end of this section.
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Output Revenue (𝒑!𝒐,𝒕 𝒒𝒐,𝒕

!
!!!!!" 𝐴! )

The output revenue is simply a vector of the quantity of outputs which is a function
of the woody biomass composition times the price of each output at time t. The relevant
outputs are carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, waste water, solid waste, biofine char,
methane, oil and furfural. Biofine char, methane, oil and furfural are the products being
sold, while the others are wastes.
The social cost of greenhouse gases that are emitted will be based on decisions
made in the Social Cost of Carbon section of this thesis. A table of the costs at a given
time is provided in the spreadsheet model.
The retail price of the fuel will be assumed to be a function of the price of diesel
(which is assumed to be a gamma distributed random variable) adjusted according to the
price elasticity of demand and the output from the plant. The elasticity will be assumed to
be -0.5 based on Rajagopal & Plevin (2013) (who use a range from -0.6 to -0.4) for the
elasticity of diesel in the United States. The quantity of diesel produced in the United
States per year will then be assumed to be constant at 188,410,000 metric tons per year
(Rajagopal & Plevin, 2013). This value was calculated assuming a density of 0.83 kg/l of
diesel based on Deni & Penninckx, 1999. Given the quantity produced by a biodiesel
plant relative to the diesel market as a whole, it seems more likely that for all intents and
purposes this firm is a price taker when it comes to selling diesel.
Next a RIN (Renewable Identification Number) price (also a random variable)
will be added to the estimated base price of diesel to arrive at the estimated value of
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producing biodiesel listed below. The selling price of diesel is based on the projections
for future prices minus projected taxes. See the Monte Carlo Analysis for more
information on the taxes and the functional form (0.55 cents per gallon is used to estimate
taxes included in the price which are removed to proxy a revenue for the final product,
and it will be assumed that the energy content of this diesel is only 90% of the type of
diesel that was forecasted).
The price of diesel per metric ton will therefore be:

0.9

+

1

Quantity of Diesel Produced⋅0.9
188,410,000

1
  
−0.5

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑  𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒  𝑜𝑓  𝐷𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑙
(2.2)

− 0.55 ⋅ 0.99

+ 𝑅𝐼𝑁  𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 ⋅ 318,	
  

  

where 318 is the number of gallons of diesel in a metric ton of diesel.
There may be additional energy security benefits. These are included in the model
looking at the total social costs and change the revenue of the biodiesel. These vary over
time. Information was taken from a report by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
and Department of Transportation and were assumed to be measured in 2010$ per barrel
of gasoline (EPA and DOT, 2012). Values were linearized between the given years and
assumed to be constant if there was no data available (for example a 2020 estimate is
provided but none before that so those values are assumed to be equal to the 2020
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estimate). Values are converted to 2013$ per metric ton (U.S. Department of Labor), and
scaled by the number of btus of diesel (138,700/gallon) (Maples, J., & Vyas, A., et al., 2013)
per btu of “oil” (which is measured as the number of btus in a barrel of oil as defined by
the Energy Information Administration (5,967,000) converted to per gallon btus) (Conti
et al., 2013)). This is essentially added in in the same location where RINs are added in
above so that they are also scaled according to the 0.9 factor.
Other than the price of diesel, the firm will be assumed to be a price taker in the
market, so it will be assumed that the other output prices are constant. The price of solid
waste removal will be assumed to be $107 per ton which is the upper bound of an
estimated cost of $70-$100 per ton as a tipping fee in Maine (Reilly, 2010) adjusted to
2013$ from 2010$ (U.S. Department of Labor).
The upper bound will be used so as to make an effort to include the costs
associated with transport or any other miscellaneous costs. Given the large range there is
little benefit to estimating a transport or external cost, which if they are assumed to be
similar to those associated with wood transport, would likely make up less than $10 per
ton.
The remaining prices of biofine char (an additional product that can be used for
heating), waste water, furfural, methane (which is turned into a useable product and sold),
and quicklime (CaO) are taken from a report from the University of Maine Forest
Bioproducts Research Institute (Pendse & Wheeler, 2014).
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𝑪𝒂𝒑𝒊𝒕𝒂𝒍  𝑪𝒐𝒔𝒕𝒔  𝒂𝒏𝒅  𝑳𝒆𝒂𝒓𝒏𝒊𝒏𝒈 [ 𝐾 + 𝑁 + 𝑈 + 𝑀

!
!!!!!" 𝐴!!! 𝐿! ]

Capital costs for the first plant will be annualized based on a debt-equity ratio, an
estimated return on equity, an estimated return on debt, a depreciation rate, a real
discount rate (RDR), the plant life (T), a subsidy percent (assumed zero for this plant)
and the total capital costs (from the consulting report).
The capital cost will be calculated as follows with returns being after inflation but
before taxes:
𝐾=

1 − 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒  𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡   ⋅ 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛  𝑜𝑛  𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦
+ 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒  𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡 ⋅ 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛  𝑜𝑛  𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡 (1 − 𝑇𝑎𝑥  𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒)
+

1
𝑇

⋅ 1 − 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦  𝑡𝑎𝑥  𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡

(2.3)

− 𝑇𝑎𝑥  𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 ⋅ 1 − 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦  𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒  
⋅ 𝐽𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑛! 𝑠  𝑧

⋅ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠

Jorgenson’s z is calculated as:

𝑧=

𝐴
𝑇

𝐴
𝑅𝐷𝑅 + 𝑇

1 − 𝑒 ! !"!!

!
!"
!

!

𝑒 ! ! !"
+
𝑒 !!"⋅!"! − 𝑒 !!"!⋅! ,
𝑅𝐷𝑅 ⋅ (10)
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(2.4)

where A=acceleration is set equal to two which allows for a double declining balance
accounting method, before there is a switch at time t=10 to a straight-line. These
equations are taken from (Hunt). This report is also used to assume a real discount rate of
eight percent and a marginal tax rate of 35% (Hunt).
The percent of the plant funded by debt was assumed to be 60% with a return on
debt of six percent based on an assumed inflation rate of two percent.). Return on equity
!.!"

was assumed to be 18% Based  on   !!!.!"   where  the  35%  tax  rate  is  cited  above .
This was based on information from Cellulosic Biofuels Analysis: Economic Analysis of
Alternative Technologies (Rismiller & Tyner, 2009). The rate of inflation at two percent
is based on guidance from the Federal Reserve. (Federal Reserve System, 2013)
Labor, maintenance, management, insurance, steam, property tax and electricity
costs will be taken from the Jet Fuel Program report (Pendse & Wheeler, 2014). The sum
of these values per year with the annualized capital costs will constitute a base cost per
year. Maintenance will be assumed to be two percent of the total costs per year excluding
the indirect costs. This is based on the maintenance cost of two percent for installed
equipment in an article Techno-Economic Analysis of Biomass Fast Pyrolysis to
Transportation Fuels (Wright, Satrio, Brown, Daugaard & Hsu, 2010).The total cost of
the plant is assumed to be $458,200,000, with $98,181,000 being costs not used for the
maintenance calculation and it is assumed to run 350 days per year. ("Biofuels from
cellulosic," 2013)
The learning rate will diminish these costs over time if a new plant should be
built. The learning rate is a function of the progress ratio and the cumulative output of the
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plant(s). This will allow a rate at time t that explains the fraction of the base cost required
to build a new plant.
!
!!!!!" 𝐴! 𝐿!
!
!!!!!" 𝐴!

=

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠  𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜

!"#! !!!! !
!!! !!

   	
  

(2.5)

The sum will calculate the total amount of the annualized capital costs needed to
be applied in the given year. For example if there are three plants and learning is applied
to some of them the value will be less than three (although most likely close to three if
not much learning has occurred). Note that since plants are assumed to have a lifetime of
twenty years only the most recent twenty years are relevant (there are no capital costs
associated with plants older than twenty years since we assume they have been paid off).
For more information on the progress ratio see the learning section.
𝑰𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕  𝑸𝒖𝒂𝒏𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒆𝒔  𝒂𝒏𝒅  𝑷𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒆𝒔 (

!
!!!!!" 𝐴!

(𝒑!𝒊𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕𝒔,𝒕 𝒒𝒊𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕𝒔,𝒕 +

!
!
!!! 𝒑𝒊,𝒕 𝒒𝒊,𝒕 ))

The price of woody biomass is based on terminal and line haul costs. The terminal
cost (defined as the costs before transporting the biomass to the plant) is a function of the
price of diesel, and it is assumed that the composition has a negligible effect on price.
The line haul cost will be a function of the price of diesel which is a random variable, the
external costs entailed with its transport:

!
!
!!! 𝒑𝒊,𝒕 𝒒𝒊,𝒕

and the distance from the feedstock

location to the biorefinery. The value of social costs are shown in the spreadsheet.
The ultimate goal of the final model will be to present a vector of optimal
composition of feedstock, and the number of plants to build for next year for each time
step. The model stops after 25 years which is when the last plant built (if it was built in
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year 5) is assumed to stop functioning. The results can be found in the Monte Carlo
analysis section.

!
!!!!!" 𝐴!

is a multiplier showing that the quantity of inputs required

increases based on the number of plants operating.
𝑻𝒉𝒆  𝑪𝒐𝒎𝒑𝒐𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏  𝒐𝒇  𝒕𝒉𝒆  𝑭𝒆𝒆𝒅𝒔𝒕𝒐𝒄𝒌  𝒂𝒏𝒅  𝑶𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓  𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒕𝒔
For simplicity of the model it will be assumed that plants can only be built within
the first 5 years. Plants will also be assumed to be built at a separate location and will not
be allowed to agglomerate. It will also be assumed that there are no costs associated with
shipping the final product since it is possible that a facility could be built very close to the
plant. It will be further assumed that woody biomass costs include unloading costs.
A further constraint is that it is feasible to build no more than six plants in Maine.
This is based on how much biomass is actually available. Whalley cited that the Maine
Forest Service has average biomass harvests of 1.8 million green tons from 1996 to 2006,
that 1.8 million additional green tons of biomass of high enough quality to produce
premium grade wood pellets, and that 5.91 million green tons may be available from
other sources (including imports from New Hampshire and Massachusetts) (Whalley,
2013) (Maine Forest Service, 2008). This totals 9.51 million green tons and each plant is
assumed to use 1.4 million green tons per year.
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The constraints on the feedstock will be:
Cellulose %
(C6)

Hemicellulose %
(C5)

Ash %

Lignin (1SUM(C6,C5,%Ash
))

Maximum

50

35

2

35

Minimum

40

25

0.2

20

Hardwood
Assumptions

45

30

0.4

24.6

Softwood
Assumptions

42.5

27.5

0.4

29.6

Hardwood and
Softwood
Values
Averaged

43.75

28.75

0.4

27.1

Table 1 The constraint assumptions for the hardwood and softwood contents of the woody biomass
feedstock.

These are based on values from Carbolea a research group from the University of
Limerick where midpoints were taken for the hardwood and softwood rows (lignin was
chosen last and assumed to be a function of the rest). Except for ash these were cited
from Fengel and Grosser, 1975. The lower ash content and assumed ash content for
hardwood and softwood is based on information from the cited USDA, 1971
(Carbolea, ). The upper value for ash is an assumption based on the information from the
chemical balance process.
The Full Profit Model
The full model is written out with the values provided from the assumptions in
this paper. The choice variables are a (percent of dry woody biomass that is ash), c
13
	
  

(percent of dry woody biomass that is cellulose), h (percent of dry woody biomass that is
hemicellulose), and A as defined above. The random variables are PRIN and PDiesel as
defined above. SCCt represents the social cost of carbon at time t.

!
!
!!! 𝒑𝒊,𝒕 𝒒𝒊,𝒕

is defined

as above. The quantity is evaluated based on the tons of pollutant i emitted per mile times
about 5 miles driven per dry ton of woody biomass delivered and the price of pollutant i
at time t. The full model is based on the chemical balance values associated with
producing the biofuel.
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!"

Max  Π =

𝜋 𝑨, 𝑎, 𝑐, ℎ|𝑃!"#$#!,! , 𝑃!"#,!
!!!

!"

48,020,000 + 407,400,000ℎ − 35,200,000𝑐 − 187.8𝑐 !

=
!!!

− 212.4𝑎𝑐 − 240000𝑎 − 187.8ℎ𝑐 − 140,200𝑐 ⋅ 𝑆𝐶𝐶! − 62,540ℎ
⋅ 𝑆𝐶𝐶! − 45500𝑆𝐶𝐶!
+ 0.9

1

1,850𝑐 ! + 1980𝑎𝑐 + 1850ℎ𝑐 + 127000𝑐
+
188,410,000

−2   

𝑃!"#$#%
(2.6)

− 0.55 ⋅ 0.99

+ 𝑃!"# ⋅ 318
!

!

⋅ 2,050𝑐 + 2200𝑎𝑐 + 2050ℎ𝑐 + 141000𝑐

⋅

𝐴!
!!!!!"

− 79,730,000 ⋅

!
!!!!!"

𝐴! 0.98

!"#! !!!! !
!!! !!

!

− 30,410,000 + 1,678,000𝑃!"#$#%

𝐴! +
!!!!!"

⋅

!
!!!

𝒑!𝒊,𝒕 𝒒𝒊,𝒕 ]
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III. Social Costs of Carbon
Climate change is an international concern that has serious potential
consequences. As a result, policy makers are often creating legislation to control the
emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs). In order to have a full understanding of both the
potential policies which may impact the plant in the future and the net social impact of
the plant, it is important to examine the economic cost of waste emissions which may
contribute to climate change.
While there are some positive effects that come with global warming, there are
also potentially disastrous effects as well, and in order to understand why carbon is
damaging to the environment- and hence why we need to evaluate the social cost of these
emissions- it is important to look at the effects of climate change.
In the long term climate change has serious economic consequences in terms of
the damage done, but in the short term there may even be positive consequences. For
example, Dieter Helm mentions in The Carbon Crunch: How We’re Getting Climate
Change Wrong and How to Fix It, that
“[a] small rise in temperature does not necessarily mean less rainfall, or longer and more
intense droughts. On the contrary, it could add to agricultural output. More carbon in the
atmosphere might actually be good for plant growth… The [Arctic] ice is a major barrier to
accessing significant raw materials – oil, gas, coal and minerals”. (Helm, 2012)

Of course Helm does not ignore that there may be negative consequences in the
short term as well but it is worth noting that in the short run there may actually be some
benefits to the economy. Helm also noted that,
“[n]o Arctic nation (unless Denmark speaks for Greenland) is very actively campaigning
for major mitigation measures: all (even Denmark) are actively supporting oil and gas
developments.” (Helm, 2012)
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The part where it appears to be more dangerous is in the long run although it is
important to remember that there are a great deal of unknowns when it comes to
extrapolating temperature in the future as Helm notes. Helm mentions:
“…what worries scientists – and indeed what should worry everyone – is what happens
if the temperature increases go above 2ᵒC, and in particular if they keep going up. This would
bring us into temperatures not experienced on earth for the last 800,000 years…water vapour, the
ice melting and the albedo effect might create positive feedbacks – most alarmingly the release of
methane from the tundra. If these were to occur – if we were to have rapid climate change – then
there would not be time to adjust and the economic impacts might be dire. The rise in sea level if
the Greenland ice sheet melts much faster then makes a lot of difference…
Time matters a lot. Over centuries, populations might move and new civilizations might
develop at the currently uninhabitable fringes of the planet. Canada and northern Russia might
become densely populated. But a moment’s reflection suggests that an attempt to make shifts on
this scale within decades is not likely to succeed. As people struggle to cope with the warmer
planet, many will want to move. Many might be desperate. Wars and mass migrations are
therefore quite likely to be consequences of such major climate change.” (Helm, 2012)

What is even more disturbing is that according to the base Dynamic Integrated
model of Climate and the Economy (DICE) 2013 (an integrated assessment model of the
economic impacts of climate change) temperatures may increase over 3ᵒC from 2010 to
2100 and 4.85ᵒC by 2150. The DICE model’s base case is described as, “[n]o climatechange policies are adopted. The baseline can be interpreted as the status quo of inaction
on climate policies.” (Nordhaus & Sztorc, 2013)
Clearly it is important to begin focusing on the potential for governments to
begin making policies to control global warming if there is the potential for a great deal
of danger in the future. In order to be prepared for such policies we must analyze the
value of the plant’s output considering the social cost of carbon and other emissions. For
the remainder of this section all dollar values are converted to 2013 dollars using the BLS
inflation calculator (U.S. Department of Labor).
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Because global warming has the potential to have profound influences on the
climate and to cause significant economic damages there is a significant chance that
policies may be put in place in order to prevent it. One example of this which will be
explored in a later section is the RIN market which encourages the production of
renewable fuel sources.
Two ways to economically control the amount of carbon being released into the
atmosphere can be considered. The quantity can be controlled or the price can be
controlled. Historically, efforts to control global warming by limiting the quantity of
GHGs has been the predominant policy tool. These efforts are in some people’s eyes
serious failures at least in terms of their attempts at implementation. Helm states that,
“…under [the] Kyoto [Protocol] nothing has been achieved in terms of global emissions.”
And that, “[o]nce the debate turned to concrete national targets, the self-interest came to
the fore... Carbon targets are a classic case of free-rider incentives – let others do the
heavy lifting, whilst sitting back and enjoying the fruits of their labour.” (Helm, 2012)
Both Nordhaus and Helm seem to agree that a carbon tax may be a better option.
This is because if we are off a little in terms of quantities it will probably not affect
climate change greatly and we cannot be sure exactly how much a little more will affect
the economy. Therefore we should focus on making sure we get the cost correct since if
we get that part wrong there could be serious economic consequences (Helm, 2012).
Nordhaus cites a variety of reasons why a carbon tax might be better than a quantity limit
including uncertain prices, potential revenues and corruption caused by how permits
might be distributed (Nordhaus, 2008).
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The other fact that we need to consider is what other technologies may prove to
be a threat to the firm in the future. Further research may be done in these areas to
analyze the feasibility of the plant over the long term. Since we don’t know exactly what
new technologies the plant may compete with in the long term, it is beneficial to at least
explore what other options there may be in the future. The plant may compete with
electric-based vehicles or even hydrogen-based vehicles. There are also threats from wind
power, solar power, and even the new technologies with shale gas or technologies that
may make coal effective by limiting how much carbon dioxide is actually put into the
atmosphere. Helm talks about all of this in The Carbon Crunch, and he seems particularly
fond of gas (in the short term at least) as a means of transitioning away from coal (Helm,
2012).
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to explore what effects these new technologies
may have on the value of the plant’s product in the future and obviously there is a great
deal of uncertainty inherent in this problem. It seems that we should consider that even if
we are learning with our technology other renewable technologies will also be learning.
This may make them more feasible in the future. In order to account for this potential
competition the costs of capital may need to be raised to account for risk. However, this
risk has been reduced by congress through the RIN system and fuel quantity mandates.
The core topic of this section is to analyze what the actual cost of carbon is that
we should consider for the plant. The estimates that I use are based on Technical Support
Document: - Technical Update of the Social Cost of Carbon for Regulatory Impact
Analysis – Under Executive Order 12866- ("Technical support document:," 2013). Since
there is a great deal of uncertainty we should probably lean on the side of a higher carbon
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tax to be safe. The social cost of carbon dioxide is based on effects of items such as,
“agricultural productivity, human health, property damages from increased flood risk,
and the value of ecosystem services due to climate change.” ("Technical support
document:," 2013) The estimate that I think should be used for the model is the 95th
percentile of the 3% discount rate because I feel that we need to assume a worst case
scenario when looking at the feasibility of the plant due to the many uncertainties that we
face. A higher discount rate implies that reducing future damages is not as high a priority
as they may be compared to a lower rate, so it causes the amount we need to reduce
emissions today to be less (Nordhaus, 2008). The Interagency Working Group on Social
Cost of Carbon used the average from three integrated assessment models including
DICE2010, PAGE and FUND. The values were in dollars of CO2 per metric ton; a full
list of their costs each year is available in their appendix. In short the values ranged from
about $101 in 2010 to $248 in 2050 ("Technical support document:," 2013).
For comparison Nordhaus mentions in his Stern Review Discounting DICE model
run that the social cost of carbon per ton (linearized by myself between 2005 and 2015
and 2045 and 2055) is about $1270 per ton in 2010 and $2580 per ton (of CO2) in 2050
(Nordhaus, 2008). Stern’s values are much higher because under his assumptions there is
a much lower discount rate.
One of the most important models from which these estimates are derived is the
DICE model from 2010. Nordhaus explained the DICE model in detail in 2007. The main
philosophy behind the DICE model is that models should be clear and simple.
“The model links the factors affecting economic growth, CO2 emissions, the
carbon cycle, climate change, climatic damagers, and climate-change policies. The
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equations of the model are taken from different disciplines – economics, ecology, and the
earth sciences. They are then run using mathematical optimization software so that the
economic and environmental outcomes can be projected.” (Nordhaus, 2008)
The main concerns about the model that the author had were that there is a great
deal of uncertainty in the model since we do not completely know everything about all
the topics. Furthermore, the model has to make some necessary value judgments in order
to work, which means that to some extent it is an opinion. Finally, the simplicity of the
model is a double edged sword in that it may also lead to a loss of information.
(Nordhaus, 2008)
All of this relates to the 2007 DICE model. While this model is important there
were a number of changes when the 2010 model was developed which is partly where the
social cost of carbon estimates are coming from. ("Technical support document:," 2013)
The 2007 Nordhaus Model provided some interesting insights into what would
happen under different policy procedures, including models where temperature or
concentration restrictions are put in place (Nordhaus, 2008). Two of the interesting
policies which were analyzed were the “optimal case” and the case where nothing is
done. DICE 2013 gives the carbon price (dollars per ton of carbon dioxide) in the optimal
case as $23.3 in 2015 and $69.3 in 2050. Also relevant is the case where the goal is to
keep climate change under two degrees in which case the social cost for 2015 and 2050
are $55 and $247 respectively (Nordhaus & Sztorc, 2013).
One important aspect of these models is that there is a philosophical question of
ethics when it comes to deciding how much we should pay now as opposed to later.
Some suggest that we should weigh all generations approximately equally only
accounting for catastrophic events that have the potential to eliminate humanity such as
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the Stern Review (Helm, 2012). After reading Nordhaus’s arguments I am inclined to
agree that this is not the appropriate way to do things. Nordhaus also discusses
diminishing marginal utility when talking about risk premiums for damages by
mentioning that in the future people will be wealthier and therefore even if they have to
cut their incomes more it will not matter since they will be so much better off. Nordhaus
gives the extreme example to illustrate his point that if people are living in caves now but
will have four mansions in the future maybe it is better to let one of the four mansions
burn down in the future than it is to trouble the people living in the caves to make
changes now to save the fourth mansion (Nordhaus, 2008). It should be noted that there is
an assumption here that over time people will become richer. I think that this is realistic
given that there have been enormous technological advances over the past few decades. If
this assumption is wrong however it would mean that future generations have to pay even
more than we would have to pay now.
Of course here we have to make an assumption about the diminishing marginal
value of wealth, but considering that this phenomenon exists at all indicates that we
should not treat all generations equally.
Nordhaus later makes his views even clearer in The Climate Casino. He mentions
that if the return on investing in technology that will reduce emissions is very low then it
does not make economic sense to invest in that technology. Nordhaus is more in favor of
optimizing the wealth of those in the future with the idea that they will more easily be
able to deal with climate change if they are richer. Nordhaus explains that Stern is of a
different viewpoint where he feels that it is “unethical to discount the welfare of future
generations.” He thinks then that a low discount rate is necessary to account for this.
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However, Nordhaus points out that if a low discount rate is assumed then why would one
invest in technology that is not going to give a high return? (Nordhaus, 2013)
One of the most important factors which affects the social cost of carbon is the
estimated discount rate. The discount rate follows the formula: 𝑟 = 𝜌 + 𝛼𝑔 where 𝜌
measures how much future damages will be discounted, and 𝛼𝑔 is an additional value
which takes the growth rate of consumption per capita and scales it by a parameter that
measures how marginal utility of consumption varies (Hunt, 2014).
Martin Weitzman mentions that cost-benefit analysis is often strongly related to
the discount rate. He also mentions that there is a great deal of uncertainty when it comes
to estimating this rate in the long term which is necessary when it comes to estimating the
social costs of carbon. He claims that over the long term, “…random forces can act
powerfully to lower discount rates over long time horizons.” He also mentions that, “If,
as I suspect, there is a fundamental problem with our long-term discounting models
depending heavily on how we conceptualize and express fuzzy future growth rates, then
we researchers have much work ahead of us.” (Weitzman, 2012)
This is all the more reason to look at a higher assumed cost of carbon, especially
when there is so much uncertainty involved, if we want to be able to provide strong
evidence that the production of the products analyzed have a social net benefit.
To add to this of course are the ethical components of the discount rates. In the
“Ramsey risk-free discount formula for the simplest model of a hidden-state MuthKalman stochastic growth process” that Weitzman provides in his article, there are
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variables for generational discounting and a coefficient for constant relative risk aversion.
Weitzman goes so far in critiquing the approach of Nordhaus as to say that,
“The model itself is at a nearly cosmic level of abstraction. Whose preferences
and future prognostications is the representative agent in this model supposed to
represent? So many different answers to this question are possible… that it practically
rules out decisive conclusions from the beginning.” (Weitzman, 2012)
It is important to remember that it is very difficult to know what the true future
cost of carbon will be and that it is even more difficult to then decide how much society
should be responsible for today.
There are three types of emissions which this section seeks to analyze: carbon
dioxide emissions, carbon monoxide emissions and methane emissions. There is a great
deal of information on the social costs of carbon dioxide, but it is much more difficult to
find information on the other topics. One rough way of estimating the effects of other
greenhouse gases is to look at how they contribute to warming relative to carbon dioxide
and to multiply this effect by the social cost of carbon. According to the abstract of a
National Center for Environmental Economics working paper, this method is a last resort
since it can have a lot of error (Marten & Newbold, 2012).
The strongest case in terms of reliability of estimates is probably to be made for
the carbon dioxide emissions which are the dominant source by volume. There has been
some work on the social cost of methane which indicates that it is 2,600 dollars per
metric ton in 2015 per tonne (again using the 95th percentile at a 3% discount rate
assumptions). (Marten & Newbold, 2012)
The abstract of this article also mentions that the social cost of the gases should be
used instead of estimation using global warming potentials (GWP hereafter) however, it
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also notes that “if estimates of the social cost are not available the value of non-CO2
GHG reductions estimated using GWPs and the SCCO2 will typically have lower
absolute errors than default estimates of zero.” (Marten & Newbold, 2012) Unfortunately
there does not seem to be a great deal of information for carbon monoxide. We can
estimate its cost by using the GWP method which is simply to multiply the global
warming potential of carbon monoxide by the social cost of carbon. It has been suggested
that the GWP of CO due to its impact on the environment is about 1.6 by Collins et al.
However the article states that:
“The resulting indirect GWPs…are presented here, not as definitive estimates for
use by policy-makers, but to demonstrate that the emissions of organic compounds have
potentially important indirect radiative impacts upon the distributions of methane and
ozone. Hence GWPs for the 100-year time horizon suffice at this preliminary stage in
their assessment.”(Collins, Derwent, Johnson & Stevenson, 2002)
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) mentions Collins et al.
(2002) as having calculated GWP for CO, which indicates that these estimates are being
taken seriously despite the above warning, or that there is a serious lack of information on
this topic. ("2.10.3.2 carbon monoxide," 2007)

Again we should bear in mind that GWPs only capture some of the negative
effects of carbon monoxide (assuming that its effects on global warming are the only
differences between it and carbon dioxide). It should also be noted though that in this
scenario there is only a small deal of carbon monoxide that is being emitted so it seems
unlikely that this estimate has the potential to have major changes on the effectiveness of
the plant. Another excellent area for further research would be the social cost of carbon
monoxide if information on the topic becomes more readily available.
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Aside from carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, the other emissions of the plant
have been assumed to be essentially nonpolluting such as oxygen (O2), and nitrogen (N2).
In conclusion, we need to analyze these factors because the plant managers need
to be prepared for the possibility that there is a carbon policy which may affect its ability
to make profits in the future (such as the imposition of additional taxes or quantity
limits). The social cost of carbon should be able to readjust the market to a spot where
people will get the most benefit and will be able to understand the cost associated with
their goods. It is also important for the people building the plant to have an understanding
of how much it contributes to society in the net. Not considering the social cost of carbon
does not reflect the true economic costs of the product, and in order for this to be done
with at least some accuracy the costs of the emissions of the plant must be considered.
Aside from the other further research that had been noted in this paper there is a
great deal of other research which needs to be done with regards to how much carbon
dioxide the final product will actually put into the air when it is burned. How this
compares to other sources of fuel will also impact the net social price of the good and
will be beneficial to know. Also we would want to consider the social cost of the carbon
that is burned while the feedstock is being transported to the plant. This however is a
topic for another section which will cover the costs associated with the input goods.
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IV. The Effects of Learning for Biofuels
The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview which introduces components of
the learning curve and results from other studies so that the reader will have some
guidance in terms of understanding learning curves and seeing what they tend to be in
other areas. Without a comprehensive examination of the specific process it is difficult if
not impossible to make an accurate estimate, but the hope is that this chapter will at least
be able to explain as best as possible why that is and to present some evidence as to what
might be able to be done to guide the ratio in a favorable direction, while at the same time
compiling data on progress ratios from various studies.
In order to achieve a full understanding of the costs associated with this process it
is important to try to gain an understanding of the learning curve. The learning curve is a
measure of how much a firm can reduce its costs as a result of improved technology and
functionality. If a learning curve is to be modeled it often takes the shape of y=ax-b where
y is the amount of time it takes for direct labor to make the most recent unit, and x is
cumulative output (Argote, and Epple 920-924). This reflects that there are diminishing
marginal returns to learning with respect to an increase in cumulative volume.
Another important measure of learning is the “progress ratio” (PR) which is
measured as a percent. Many of the referenced studies use PRs which are defined such
that if cumulative output is doubled then there is an estimated 1-PR reduction in the cost
of production. (Argote, and Epple 920-924).
While trying to grasp an understanding of what the PR of this particular plant may
be, it is important to explore and understand the properties around the concept of
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learning. Firstly, there are a number of factors that contribute to lowering production
costs over time. According to a 1990 article by Argote and Epple some of the factors that
contribute to the speed at which learning occurs are, “forgetting, employee turnover,
transfer of knowledge from other products and other organizations, and economies of
scale.” (Argote and Epple 920-924). Forgetting can happen when workers leave the
company and are replaced, when new technology is implemented that requires new skills
or if procedures are just lost (Argote, and Epple 920-924). Production of similar products
means more learning can happen because we are able to apply what we know from other
products to the one we are producing according to Day and Montgomery (45) (as cited by
Argote, and Epple 920-924). New companies may produce more when they start than
older companies did when they first started according to Argote, Beckman and Epple (30)
(as cited by Argote, and Epple 923). These are all important factors to consider if a better
understanding of the learning curve is to be established for this project. If there is a high
degree of employee turnover for example we might expect to have a higher PR because
knowledge is not necessarily being retained.
De Wit Junginger, Lensink, Londo and Faaij mention that (citing CHOREN,
USDOE, Faaij et al. and Uyterlinde et al. respectively),
“However, for 2nd generation biofuel plants, the problem of data availability
arises. Currently, only experimental-scale and pilot plants for both FT [Fischer-Tropsch
synthetic diesel] and LE [lignocellulose ethanol] production exist. First commercial units
are expected to go online in the next few years [23] and [24]. Consequently, it is not
possible to empirically determine progress ratios for 2nd generation biofuel conversion
technologies. A solution to this could be to take a ‘best guess’ progress ratio. But as the
progress ratio is often one of the most sensitive parameters for model outcomes, this was
not deemed an option. A more refined possibility would be to estimate progress ratios for
separate component of a biofuel plant, as done earlier for example for Biomass Integrated
Gasification Combined Cycle plants [25] and [26]. Still, this method relies on expert
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judgments to estimate progress ratios.” (de Wit, Junginger, Lensink, Londo, and Faaij
205)
So as we can see there are options in terms of trying to build a ratio in this
situation, but there are also serious challenges in terms of developing a precise estimate.
This section will at least try to provide PRs of similar products so that the reader will
have some idea of what it may look like for this process, but he/she should take note of
the risks associated with estimating a PR with this method.
In order to gain a solid understanding of learning it is necessary to look at pitfalls
that might play a role when thinking about the learning that occurs. It is essential to
remember for example that experience is a key driver of learning, and that one cannot just
expect that time will make learning occur (McDonald, and Schrattenholzer 255-261).
With that in mind it would seem logical to remind the reader that if learning is desirable it
is important to find ways to improve experience. This also leads to the point that learning
needs to be able to happen and improvements need to actually be made for it to happen.
Dutton and Thomas mentioned in a 1984 article, “As Abell and Hammond note:
‘Experience does not cause [cost] reductions but rather provides an opportunity that alert
managements can exploit. Consequently strategies resulting from market planning should
explicitly address how cost reductions are to be achieved.’ (1979, p.113)” (Dutton, and
Thomas 236). It is beyond the scope of this paper to delve into the realm of how the plant
should be run, however a clear description of general techniques that may help a plant
learn will be examined.
Another note is that not all groups learn at the same rate (Argote, and Epple 920924). Dutton and Thomas also noted that, “The findings of progress studies to date argue
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for a great variety – even uniqueness – in improvement rates for individual firms, plants,
and processes. The organizations on which studies have focused are American industrial
firms engaged in manufacturing.” (Dutton, and Thomas 240) So from this it becomes
evident that we need to use caution when looking at external PRs and trying to guess
what the PR will be for this specific plant.
When looking at PRs it is also a good idea to think about what is being contained
and what is actually important to the reader. Argote and Epple mention that economies of
scale are often hiding inside learning curve data (Argote, and Epple 920-924). For
example, when we look at the graph below (Dutton, and Thomas 235-247) it should be
considered that these ratios can have economies of scale included. This should also be
remembered when looking at any PR for the rest of this paper. In the biofuel model
economies of scale are not considered because it is assumed that plants will produce the
same amount of the product. It can be assumed then that if a plant was to produce a
different amount it would have a learning factor applied and an additional economy of
scale consideration. This represents an area where there can be error in the results.
McDonald and Schrattenholzer suggest that it may be easier to not try separating
economies of scale and learning costs. They also mentioned that in their experience
economies of scale was a reason why there may have been variability or biases in their
estimated values for energy learning rates (McDonald, and Schrattenholzer 255-261).
From a practical point of view including scale in the PR may make sense if the goal is
only to model the total costs. Overall though this is something to bear in mind when we
think about what the ultimate goal is.
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One interesting example is Dutton and Thomas which examines 108 PRs of firms
from various industries (Dutton, and Thomas 235-247). According to Argote and Epple
who are citing Conley, “…the modal PR falls at 81 to 82 percent-giving rise to the
general assumption of an ‘80% learning curve’ (32).” (Argote, and Epple 920-924).
Dutton and Thomas also mention that, “The mean and modal tendencies of the frequency
distribution in Figure 1 suggest a basis for the widely publicized 80% progress curve.
(Andress 1954; Hartley, 1965; Hirschmann, 1964). But believing that firms achieve cost
leadership by accumulating volume faster along this (or another) given slope is
fallacious.” (Dutton, and Thomas 237-238)
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Figure 1 A recreated chart from Dutton and Thomas showing the PR in a number of studies examined. XValues represent the bottom of a 2% range. For example the bar above “55” represents the number of PRs
in the range of 55-56% (Dutton, and Thomas 238). This chart was recreated using R (R Core Team, 2013).

As will be seen from other studies this “80%” idea may be a good place to start
when it comes to thinking about what the PR might be. Again an 80% PR would mean
that every time cumulative output is doubled the relevant costs decrease to 80% of what
they were before. Of course we need to remember that this is just looking at information
to get an idea of what is typical in an extremely general context. This does not at all mean
that this plant is destined to have such a PR.
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Now is a good time to talk about another issue when it comes to examining
distributions such as this. There is clearly variability between the individual units so it is
necessary to include some warnings when it comes to this area as far as going too far in
terms of the 80% number. One reason that there are different learning rates is that the
goods produced are not the same across companies, but interestingly there are often large
differences even between firms producing similar goods (Argote, and Epple 920-924).
Dutton and Thomas also note that, “[p]redictions of progress using firms’
progress functions have proved unreliable” (Dutton, and Thomas 236). This is well
illustrated by comparing a 1996 article from Goldemberg regarding Brazilian ethanol,
where he states a 70% PR from 1980-1990 and 90% from 1990-1995 (Goldemberg 11271128) when compared to a more recent article where he cites a 93% PR for 1980-1985
and a 71% PR from 1985 to 2002 (Goldemberg, Coelho, Nastari, Lucon 301-304).
Furthermore, there can be large variation, for example in a 1963 study Alchian had 2225% error on average trying to predict a firms progress curve based on industry progress
information and on the individual firm progress information (Alchian, 1963) (Dutton, and
Thomas 237). Based on information from Kiechel 1981 and Porter 1980, Dutton and
Thomas write, “[u]nexpected variability results in costly errors in production planning,
and it may be a significant factor in the smaller than expected ultimate profits (Kiechel,
1981; Porter, 1980) found by firms using the concept.” (Dutton, and Thomas 235-247)
So when we start trying to think about where our learning curve might be we
should try to keep all of these factors in mind. If there is a large variation in rates then it
makes it particularly difficult to have a strong feeling towards a particular rate. Even if
there is a true mean PR for this firm that could be well estimated we would also need to
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be wary of such variation. It seems rational to err on the side of caution when it comes to
estimating the ratio.
Logically this then leads to the next area of discussion which is the idea of actions
that can be done to possibly improve the PR. Dutton and Thomas mention that the
opportunity to make progress happen may exist and they cite Conway & Schultz (1959),
Levy (1965) and Young (1966) (Dutton, and Thomas 237) They also mention that, “[f]or
policymakers these findings are highly suggestive, but they do not illuminate which
factors in the underlying process are subject to control; nor do they show how the process
can be influenced.” (Dutton, and Thomas 237) Nonetheless it is worth exploring if there
is a chance that it will help the firm.
Dutton and Thomas pose three questions for firms that want to “…manage
progress effects so as to gain competitive advantages…:
1. Does the cumulative effect of regular short run adaptations or inducements
yield significant progress relative to a long run inducement?
2. When does the cumulative progress due to short run inducements asymptote?
3. When and how does the system have to be regenerated in order that progress
may continue?” (Dutton, and Thomas 244)
As more data may be available over time these questions may become more
important to consider. Even in the planning stage they likely have some value in terms of
preparing to support progress.
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Next it is important to examine what makes up learning so that it is easier to
understand the mechanism. The main factors based on information from Dutton and
Thomas 1982 (cited by Dutton and Thomas 1984) are (for “progress functions”),
“(1) effects of technological change; (2) Horndal (labor learning) effects; (3)
local industry and firm characteristics; and (4) scale effects. These causal factors (or
combinations of them) explain observed progress in varying degrees (Dutton & Thomas,
1982).” (As cited by Dutton, and Thomas 239)
In order to make sure that labor keeps learning there needs to be “tooling and
process changes”. The author noted citing Baloff, Chassan, Conway & Schultz and
Guibert that otherwise “…direct-labor input into tasks of fixed design tends to plateau
after a certain period” (Baloff, 1966a; Chassan, 1945; Conway & Schultz, 1959; Guibert,
1945) (Dutton, and Thomas 239). If machine use is high then based on information from
Baloff, Billon, and Hirsch “indirect-labor learning or technical adaptations by staff
personnel or managers” may be more important (Baloff, 1966b; Billon, 1966; Hirsch,
1952, 1956) (Quote from Dutton, and Thomas 239). Important parts of local
characteristics are “organizational design and structure, plant design, and work culture.”
(Dutton, and Thomas 244). So any attempt to help further progress or to ensure that it
keeps occurring will likely need to consider the above statements. For this plant it is
important to think about ways to improve with respect to its own qualities. If it will not
have a large labor force and is going to be highly dependent on machine processes then
we can see above what may prove to be more important.
Now that progress has been explored in general it is appropriate to discuss
learning rates for technologies with some similarities to biofuels. Ideally this may give us
some information on progress rates in this area, but we should also keep in mind the
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danger as has been mentioned in blindly assuming we will have a certain PR. An article
by Goldemberg, Coelho, Nastari, and Lucon, mentioned several PRs for various
techniques. The PR for Wind Energy (Europe) was 99% from 1981-1985, but fell later to
88% for 1985-2000. For Ethanol in Brazil the PR was estimated at 93% from 1980 to
1985 and then 71% from 1985 to 2002. For solar photovoltaics the PR was 77% from
1981 to 2000 (Goldemberg, Coelho, Nastari, Lucon 301-304).
In general it might be a good idea to look at other rates in the energy sector.
McDonald, and Schrattenholzer mentions from a study looking at various energy learning
rates that the median learning rate for examined rates (in energy) was 16-17%
(McDonald, and Schrattenholzer 255-261). de Wit, Junginger, Lensink, Londo, and Faaij
(when trying to estimate a model of future relative biofuel use) noted that they estimated
lignocellulose to ethanol to have a “scale-independent learning PR in the range of 99%...”
and wrote “…a (relatively modest) PR for scale-independent learning was assumed in the
range of 98%...” for Fischer-Tropsch synthetic diesel (de Wit, Junginger, Lensink,
Londo, and Faaij 203-217).
McDonald, and Schrattenholzer (McDonald, and Schrattenholzer 255-261) say
that estimated from a 1996 article by Goldemberg (Goldemberg 1127-1128) the learning
rate for ethanol was 20% (measured from 1979-1996), and that from a 2000 IEA article is
estimated 22% (1978-1995). (IEA, 2000) Note that the article (McDonald, and
Schrattenholzer 255-261) could not access the IEA’s data and mentioned the following
very important footnote, “22% is the learning rate for the “stability” stage described in
the text. For the “development” and “price umbrella” stages the learning rate is 10%. For
the “shakeout” stage it is 53%.” (McDonald, and Schrattenholzer 255-261)
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One item that I have noted while looking at these ratios, but which does not seem
logical is that in several of the cases there was a lower rate of learning at the beginning
than at the end. This is not consistent with the y=ax-b model which appeared in several
papers I have cited ((Argote, and Epple 920-924); (Dutton, and Thomas 235-247)). There
may be reasons for this that are lurking in the data. For example, when we look at
Goldemberg’s information from 1996 (Goldemberg 1127-1128) we see a very different
apparent chart than a more recent model (Goldemberg, Coelho, Nastari, Lucon 301-304).

	
  
Figure 2 This shows the cumulative production of Brazilian ethanol versus price. The trend over time may
be indicative of learning that is occurring (Goldemberg 1127-1128).
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Figure 3 This shows the cumulative production of Brazilian ethanol versus price. The trend over time may
be indicative of learning that is occurring. Note the contrast in shape with figure 2 which is an older graph
(Goldemberg, Coelho, Nastari, Lucon 301-304)

They note that there was a large price decrease after 1985 because the government
tried to stop inflation by manipulating average cost and fuel prices. (Goldemberg,
Coelho, Nastari, Lucon 301-304). This provides evidence to explain why it is not
necessarily what we would expect from a learning curve’s behavior.
One article notes however that we would expect over time for the PR to diminish
which makes logical sense, it says, “[i]f we neglect the GTCC data set with the negative
learning rate (for the reasons discussed in the last paragraph), the trend seems to be that
later data imply lower learning rates.” (McDonald, and Schrattenholzer 255-261). As we
have seen there is an explanation for the ethanol variation and so it is likely that there are
explanations for the other sources mentioned.
Another issue that needs to be addressed is the proxies used for experience. In an
article in Biomass and Bioenergy is it mentioned that, “[p]rices paid to producers (made
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in terms of the internal currency, Real) are proxies for costs. However, in the medium and
long term, the high competition in the ethanol activity has caused the prices to move
towards production costs.” (Goldemberg, Coelho, Nastari, Lucon 302). Not all proxies
may offer the same set of information. For example, in McDonald and Schrattenholzer’s
work they mentioned, “…we expect learning rates calculated using production costs and
cumulative production to be higher than those using investment costs and cumulative
capacity if there are concurrent increases in load factors.” (McDonald, and
Schrattenholzer 260)
From our review of the learning literature we see that one needs to be careful
when it comes to making rash assumptions about the PR, but he or she should also
consider what the business will be like and how that effects the aforementioned items
which may affect progress. A lot of the data that has been seen seems to have an 80% PR
approximately, and certainly that number should be considered to some extent, but we
also need to acknowledge that variation does exist and there are factors that may or may
not be under our own control. Without a thorough examination by a specialist in such
matters it is difficult to create a range with a high degree of confidence. Ideally however
the reader will be able to come to his/her own conclusions regarding the PR and what
needs to be done to improve it or to establish a more accurate estimate. Certainly though
if we look at how frequently 80% PR seemed to appear and the 16-17% learning rates
for what McDonald and Schrattenholzer looked at in energy (McDonald, and
Schrattenholzer 255-261) it seems logical to lean in that direction. The reader should also
remember though that there were a number of PRs in the 90%s, and that a precise
estimate may be difficult so perhaps erring on the side of caution is important. The 98%
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PR which was assumed for Fischer-Tropsch from de Wit et al. (de Wit, Junginger,
Lensink, Londo, and Faaij 203-217) may be a good place to start for the analysis in this
model.
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V. Input Prices and Transport Emissions
The values of the feedstock need to be evaluated carefully since it needs to
include the implicit costs associated with it as well as any other factors which make up
the costs. In dealing with the feedstock prices the external cost of the pollution generated
by transportation needs to be considered. Furthermore, a function needs to be devised for
the cost of the feedstock based on the price of diesel.
This brief section is designed to provide insight into the functions associated with
the value of the feedstock when such values are not assumed to be fixed and to provide
some insight into the external costs associated with transport. Variables that contain a lot
of uncertainty such as RINs and diesel prices will be considered in the Monte Carlo
analysis section although it is true that diesel directly affects the price of feedstock.
The actual cost of the initial feed is one of the most important factors in the final
price of biofuels. In order to arrive at an estimate for the cost of the feedstock several
resources were used. The terminal cost of the feed was calculated from three sources.
First the Fuel Reduction Cost Simulator Maine version (adapted by Stephanie Whalley)
was used to estimate to find the total base cost of harvesting in dollars per short ton. The
cost of this that was associated with biomass was assumed to be 60% of the total base
cost. This assumption is based on values that were used in a paper that calculated the
price for whole tree harvesting under the assumption of 33% biomass and 67% pulpwood
costs (Benjamin, Seymour, Meacham & Wilson, 2013). For clarity this is:
2 ⋅ 𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑑  𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 and the weighted average is
𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 ⋅ 0.33 + 0.67𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑑  𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒  𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 so it’s easy to show
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that biomass is 60% of the average price by solving this small system of equations. Then
a formula was developed to see how the model calculates the effect of average diesel
price. This was done by recording the cost of the feedstock at different levels of diesel
price in the adapted FRCS-Maine model and solving for an equation. It clearly follows
the form: 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒  𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 0.6716 ⋅ 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒  𝑜𝑓  𝐷𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑙 + 9.8994 (R2 is 1 so I
assume this is how the model is programmed). Base biomass price here is the terminal
price before stumpage, and profit are added. The price of this base biomass is dependent
on a number of factors such as labor, machine depreciation and other factors, see Whalley
for additional details. Only changes in diesel prices will be modelled here since they are
very important and highly variable. Next a stumpage price was added on which was
assumed to be $2.16 per ton. This is based on average stumpage prices based on annual
reports over the years 2000 to 2011 ("Annual reports," 2013). Finally it was assumed that
a 36% fee was included in the price for profit. This is the required value in order to bring
the biomass price to about $25 per green ton based on Benjamin, Seymour, Meacham &
Wilson’s article at a $4/gallon diesel price (Benjamin, Seymour, Meacham & Wilson,
2013). It should be noted that this value is in short green tons so in order to convert to
metric tons an additional 1.102 factor was applied. Then another factor of 2 was applied
to convert to dry tons.
The preliminary cost function for this component is then as follows, where C is
cost and d is the price of diesel:
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0.6716𝑑 + 9.8994 + 2.16 ⋅ 1.36)

⋅ 1.102 ⋅ 2 + 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒  𝐻𝑎𝑢𝑙
(5.2)

= 2.01 ⋅ 𝑑 + 36.15
+

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡  𝑝𝑒𝑟  𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑒(𝑑) ∗ 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠  𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠  𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑘  𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

It is clear then that the base cost of the feedstock will also be somewhat dependent
upon the price of diesel (d) which will also affect transportation costs and the amount of
miles driven which may also translate into different social costs. The cost of diesel will
be assumed to be a random variable and therefore will be incorporated in during the
Monte Carlo analysis.
The cost per mile as a function of the price of diesel will be based on information
from a 2003 report from the Minnesota Department of Transportation (Minnesota
Department of Transportation, 2003). The report provided several sources that estimated
the total cost of operating 18-wheeler trucks per mile. Excluding their source from Volvo,
which as they mentioned did not include indirect costs or labor costs for vehicles, the
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average cost per mile of their sources (adjusted for inflation using the BLS inflation
calculator) was $1.61 per mile (U.S. Department of Labor) (2013$) for total costs minus
fuel costs. The report also estimated that the average mileage was seven miles per gallon.
!

("The per-mile costs," 2003) Thus the cost per mile I will use is: 1.61 + ! .
The average miles driven will be assumed to be 46 miles each way based on a
2013 report which provided information on the average distance to a mill (Leon &
Benjamin, 2012). In a 2013 paper by Stephanie Whalley she mentions that, “[w]hile these
values are not for Maine and also do not specifically pertain to biomass, they nevertheless
provide some insight into the regional forest products transport structure as the forest
industry in the Northeast share many generally similar characteristics.” (Whalley, 2013)
The amount of feedstock transported to the plant per truck will be assumed to be
equal to 34 green metric tons. This is calculated by taking the maximum truck weight
allowed on federal highways in Maine of 100,000 (Koenig, 2011) and subtracting an
average tractor trailer weight of 25,000 pounds ("Economic effects of," 2013). Assuming
the feed is delivered in green tons that are 50% moisture, then 17 dry tons are delivered
per truckload.

𝐶!""# 𝑑 = 2.01 ⋅ 𝑑 + 36.15 +

𝑑
1.61 + 7 ⋅ 46
17

= 40.50 + 2.40 ⋅ 𝑑 + 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠
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(5.3)

The final component of the input model is then the external cost of the line haul.
This is a function of the miles driven by the trucks transporting the feedstock. The
pollution from regular cars should also be considered when we evaluate how the
emissions from this plant’s product vary from petroleum diesel. First the pollutants need
to be identified.
The pollutants from large trucks depend on the type of truck. Here is a list of
several pollutants (in grams) per mile on average for heavy vehicles (note that there are
different emissions by size) from the environmental protection agency (except for the last
row see below) ("Average in-use emissions," 2008)
Pollutant

HDDV (diesel)
Grams per Mile

CO

2.311

NOx

8.613

PM2.5

0.202

CO2

1440

Table 2 The emissions of heavy trucks in grams per mile. All values are from ("Average in-use emissions,"
2008) except the carbon dioxide emissions which are explained below.

It should be noted that,
“[t]he emission rates assume an average, properly maintained heavy-duty truck
operating on typical gasoline or diesel fuel on a warm summer day. Emission rates can be
higher in very hot weather (especially [hydrocarbons]) or very cold weather (especially
CO).”
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The EPA also notes that they assume temperatures are in a 72 to 92 degree
Fahrenheit range. ("Average in-use emissions," 2008)
So given that Maine is typically in a much colder environment we will likely have
higher CO emissions than the data are providing. The CO2 value was calculated as
follows:

!"#.!  !"  !!!
!!"#$

!.!"#$!!"#$

⋅ !"##$%  !"  !"#$#% ⋅

  !"##$%  !"  !"#$#%
!  !"#$%

!"#$%

⋅ !.!!""!" ≈ 1440

!"#$%  !!!
!"#$

Where 138,700btu per gallon of diesel is from the VISION model (Maples, J., &
Vyas, A., et al., 2013) and 160.3 lb CO2 per mmbtu is from a unit conversion paper on
the EPA website ("Unit conversions, emissions," 2004).
The emissions from lightweight vehicles are different. Here are total emissions
from a low-sulfur diesel car based on the GREET 2013 model (Elgowainy, Dieffenthaler,
Sokolov, Sabbisetti, Cooney & Anjum, 2012):
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Pollutant

Grams per Mile (Low-Sulfur Diesel
Car)

CO

0.595

NOx

0.363

PM2.5

0.026

CO2

400.234

SOx

0.136

CH4

0.484

Table 3 Values in grams per mile of certain pollutants emitted by diesel cars from Elgowainy,
Dieffenthaler, Sokolov, Sabbisetti, Cooney & Anjum, 2012.

The actual social value of the difference between the biodiesel we are examining
and petroleum diesel will not be contained in the model because a lifecycle assessment of
our biodiesel is not complete.
Finally, in order to complete the model a table of the social costs of each pollutant
is required. The social cost of CO and CO2 is explored in the social cost of carbon
section. Global warming potential (GWP) will be used again to approximate the social
cost of carbon monoxide. The model contains charts for each year. For the remainder of
this section all dollar values are converted to 2013 dollars using the BLS inflation
calculator (U.S. Department of Labor).
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Pollutant

GWP or Cost

Source

CO

1.6

(Collins, Derwent,
Johnson & Stevenson,
2002)

NOx

Varies per years like CO2

(Pope et al., 2002)
("Joint technical support,"
2012)

$5,400/ton for 2015 at a 3%
discount rate for mobile
sources.

PM2.5

Varies per years like CO2
$300,000/ton for 2015 at a
3% discount rate for mobile
sources.

CO2

1

SOx

Assumed to be the same as
SO2 stationary sources.

(Pope et al., 2002)
("Joint technical support,"
2012)

(Pope et al., 2002)
("Joint technical support,"
2012)

Varies per years like CO2
$32,000/ton for 2015 at a
3% discount rate for mobile
sources.

Table 4 Costs associated with relevant pollutants

The final values modeled are dependent on time. The value of diesel and RINs
will be random over time and the social costs will also increase over time due to
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discounting. The final external cost is simply the product of vector of social costs
(transposed) times the vector of pollutants.
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VI. Dual Relationships of Production Functions
In order to arrive at a better understanding of the model it is important to examine
its characteristics. One interesting aspect of many economic cost or profit functions is
that they have a unique dual relationship with the production function. In other words
with a given cost/profit function a production function can be solved for, given that
certain conditions are met. If such a model can be derived then the solution of the exact
production function can often be found. This will also make the model easier to
understand to some extent and will provide additional useful information. Naturally,
though, this would require that certain assumptions hold.
This chapter will examine the concept of duality and discuss the conditions
required in order for it to be met. It will also examine whether or not such assumptions
are realistic in the case of this plant. This chapter draws heavily from Eugene Silerberg
and Suen’s The Structure of Economics: A Mathematical Analysis (Silerberg & Suen,
2001) (especially the cost section) and Young et al.’s “Duality Theory and Applied
Production Economics Research: A Pedagogical Treatise” (Young, Mittelhammer,
Rostamizadeh & Holland).
This chapter has two main sections. First an examination of the duality of the cost
function will be explored. It will contain information on the dual relationship between the
cost and production functions and discuss the assumptions. The second section will then
complement this and discuss the conditions required for duality under profit
maximization with many outputs. This is essentially the scenario under which this plant is
operating.
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Before explaining the process it is necessary to define the terminology and
variables that will be used. Two key terms are linear homogeneity and weak concavity. A
function is linear homogeneous if 𝑓 𝑚𝑥! , … , 𝑚𝑥! = 𝑚𝑓(𝑥! , … , 𝑥! ). A function exhibits
weak concavity if it is concave, linear, or a combination of the two (the second partial
derivatives are less than or equal to zero).
The variables that will be used are defined as follows:
n = The number of variables.
k, i = Indices between 1 and n
xk = quantity of input factor k (quantity of labor or economic capital for example)
wk = The price per unit of input factor k.
C = A cost function (gives the cost as a function of the relevant input variables,
prices and output (y))
y = Production function (the level of output produced based on the level of inputs)
“*”= Reads “optimal” for example C* 𝑤! , … , 𝑤! , 𝑦 = 𝑥!∗ 𝑤! + ⋯ + 𝑥!∗ 𝑤! would
be the optimal cost function (provides the minimum cost at output level y as a
given certain exogenous values of input prices).
𝜋= The profit function which gives the profit based on output price(s) and input
level(s). The optimal profit function is a function of output price(s) and input
price(s).
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It is necessary to establish several mathematical concepts before moving forward.
In order to show duality between the cost function and the production function
Shepherd’s Lemma is applied and in order to show duality between the profit function
and the production function, Hotelling’s Lemma is applied. Both of these Lemmas can be
shown to be true as a result of the Envelope Theorem.
The Envelope Theorem shows that a given objective function and its optimal
counterpart (indirect objective function) have equal partial derivatives at the optimal
values. This can be shown to be the case both when there are restrictions and when there
!! ∗

!"
!
!!!(!! ∗

are not restrictions in a model. When there are no restrictions we can say !! =
!

!!!∗
!!!

!"

!

⋅

!"

  ) + !! . We know that !! ∗ = 0 because that is the first order condition in order for 𝑥!∗
!

!

!! ∗

!"

to optimize 𝑓. It follows then that !! = !! .
!

!

In the constrained case (for simplicity y is left out of the 𝑥 ∗ equation, the w’s here
are arbitrary parameters in x) say there is a function 𝑔 such that: 𝑔(𝑥!∗ (𝑤! , … , 𝑤! )=0
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!
!!!( !! ∗
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!!!∗

again if 𝑥!∗ is optimized then !! ∗ − 𝜆
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⋅ !!!   ) + !! − 𝜆(!! ) = !!   since
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!
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!

can be set to zero (Young, Mittelhammer,

Rostamizadeh & Holland).
!"

!"

!

!!!∗

Here it is clear that !! ∗ − 𝜆

is just a first order condition from a Lagrangian.

Given that the Envelope Theorem holds Hotelling’s Lemma can then be shown:
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!
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= −𝑥!∗
(6.1)

𝜕𝜋 𝜕𝜋 ∗ 𝜕
=
=
𝜕𝑃! 𝜕𝑃!

!
!!!

𝑃! 𝑞! 𝑥!∗ , … , 𝑥!∗
𝜕𝑃!

−

!
∗
!!!(𝑤! 𝑥! )

= 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦  𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒

= 𝑞!
(6.2)

Shepherd’s Lemma can also be shown:
!
∗
∗
𝑤! 𝑥!|! + 𝜆(𝑞 − 𝑞 𝑥!|!
, … , 𝑥!|!

𝐿=
!!!

(6.3)

𝜕𝐶 ∗ 𝜕𝐿
∗
=
= 𝑥!|!
𝑤!
𝑤!
(6.4)

(Young, Mittelhammer, Rostamizadeh & Holland)
The Cost Function and Process to Solve for a Dual Relationship
There are three assumptions that will be made in order to derive a production
function from a given optimized cost function, C* 𝑤! , … , 𝑤! , 𝑦 = 𝑥!∗ 𝑤! + ⋯ + 𝑥!∗ 𝑤! . It
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should be noted that this cost function is simplified to an extent and the one dealt with in
the actual plant actually has discounts occur when production increases to a new plant if
we assume that learning occurs. However this simplified structure may be appropriate for
one plant. The first two assumptions will be explored first.
1. There is weak concavity in the input prices in the optimal cost function.
From an economic standpoint this implies that as input prices increase minimum
costs increase at a decreasing (when factor substitution is assumed) or constant
rate.
It can be shown that this is the case because the Hessian matrix of the optimal cost
function is negative semi-definite (or negative definite if technology allows for
substitution to occur).
Note that:

!" ∗ !! ,…,!! ,!
!!!

= 𝐶!∗ ! = 𝑥!∗ ≥ 0, since if a factor input price increases,

the optimal cost must either increase or stay the same by the definition of optimal
cost. By Shepherd’s Lemma 𝐶!∗ ! = 𝑥!∗ (this is easily verified by looking at the
definition of the optimal cost function on page 56 under “*”) so we can then say
that

∗
!!!
!

!!!

!!

= !!! . Let us assume for this plant that output can only be increased by
!

increasing the inputs in fixed proportions, or in others words, let’s assume that we
cannot substitute one input factor for another. This seems to be a very logical
assumption for this plant (for example we could not substitute more labor for a
necessary piece of equipment).
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If this is the case then it is logical to assume that an increase in 𝑤! either has
no effect on the optimal level of a given input 𝑥! or a negative effect. As factor
prices increase it is safe to say that the quantity of inputs will not increase. It
!!

follows then that !!! =
!

∗
!!!
!

!!!

!! ! ∗

= !! !! ≤ 0 which implies that there is weak
!

!

concavity in the factor prices.
2. The second assumption will be that there is linear homogeneity in the factor
prices. In other words if we increase all of the inputs prices by a certain
percentage, cost increases by the same percentage. Since the optimal level of
input factor demand is really more dependent on the relative prices of the
factors and not so much on their nominal value (assuming the input prices do
not rise so much as to cause the firm to stop producing altogether), it is
assumed that x* is homogeneous of degree 0 in the 𝑤! s. Silerberg then shows
the linear homogeneity as (Silerberg & Suen, 2001):
𝐶 ∗ 𝑡𝑤! , … , 𝑡𝑤! , 𝑦 ≡ ∑𝑡𝑤! 𝑥!∗ 𝑡𝑤! , … 𝑡𝑤! , 𝑦
≡ 𝑡∑𝑤! 𝑥!∗ 𝑤! , … , 𝑤! , 𝑦
≡ 𝑡𝐶 ∗ (𝑤! , … , 𝑤! , 𝑦)
It should be noted that aside from these assumptions there is also the assumption that
input prices are continuous and non-decreasing. Silerberg & Suen also explain that once
these assumptions are accepted it follows that we can take any 𝑥!∗ and divide the factor
prices within it by 𝑤! Silerberg & Suen, 2001. In doing this we are able to effectively
!

eliminate one of the variables. Applying this to many variables then we let 𝑞! = !! , such
!

that:
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𝑤!
,…,
, 𝑦 = 𝑔! 𝑞! , … , 𝑞! , 𝑦
𝑤!
𝑤!
(6.5)

Since there are n equations: 𝑔! 𝑞! , … , 𝑞! , 𝑦 it becomes a matter of solving this
entire system of equations and writing the solution in terms of y and xk. This will yield a
function of only the x values and y which can easily be set to 0 by subtracting one side
off from both sides. This ultimately will yield: ℎ 𝑥! , … , 𝑥! , 𝑦 = 0. Then the production
function can be found by simply solving this for y.
The third assumption is therefore that the determinant of the Jacobian matrix is not zero:
𝑔!!!
⋮
⋮
𝑔!"!

⋯
⋱
⋱
⋯

𝑔!!"
⋱
⋱
𝑔!"!

𝑔!!
⋮
⋮ ≠0
𝑔!"   

This is to ensure that it will be possible to find a solution in order to create  ℎ. If all of
these assumptions and conditions are met then it should be possible to find a production
function from the optimal cost function. Note that this process is explained in Silerberg
and Suen for two inputs and has been extrapolated here to n-inputs (Silerberg & Suen,
2001).
It is also possible to arrive at an optimal cost function from a production function
For example, if we are given the profit equation 𝜋 = 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 = 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒! ⋅ 𝑦 −
(𝑥! 𝑤! + ⋯ + 𝑥! 𝑤! ), and we are given how the x’s and y are related (production
function) Silerberg and Suen point out that it is just a matter of maximizing the profit
function subject to the constraints imposed in the production function (Silerberg & Suen,
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2001). By holding y constant it is clear that as long as the price of y is not dependent on
the values of x, that optimal values of x must always minimize the cost function in order
to maximize the profit function (since revenue is essentially a constant). Once the optimal
values of x are found it is just a matter of plugging them into the cost function. The
optimal cost function is then just 𝐶 ∗ = 𝑥!∗ 𝑤! + ⋯ + 𝑥!∗ 𝑤! .
The model shown here has some key differences and key connections with the
actual cost function of the plant. One important difference is as noted above the cost
function of the plant is dependent on the quantity that has been produced which is a
function of cumulative output over time. Because this is the case it calls into question the
idea that there is linear homogeneity in the factor prices. For example, if all prices
increase by a certain amount the actual amount that the optimal cost will change is
dependent on how much has already been produced (a proxy for learning in the factors
such as labor, or capital). In other words if the optimal level of output is not only based
on the relative input ratio, but instead on what happens to costs as a result of learning
(with cumulative output as a proxy) then there is non-homotheticity in learning. On the
other hand the task of finding a production function is greatly simplified by the
assumption that there is no substitution of factors in the production of this biofuel.
The Multiproduct Profit Function
The profit function takes on two separate forms depending on whether it is
considered in the short run or in the long run. In the short run many variables are fixed.
When more variables are fixed less substitution can occur and as a result the marginal
effect of an increase in output price is less (profit functions exhibit weak convexity).
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!! !∗

!!

Hotelling’s Lemma shows this since − !!! = !! !! ≥ 0. An indirect profit function of
!

!

!

this form would be: 𝜋 ∗ = 𝜋(𝑃, 𝑤, 𝐾) Where 𝐾  represents fixed inputs.
In the long run fewer variables are fixed and an unrestricted profit function can
be examined. In this scenario the profit function would not depend on 𝐾  if there were no
fixed inputs (𝜋 ∗ = 𝜋(𝑃, 𝑤)).
Similar conditions to those of a cost function are required to solve for a
production function given a profit function. Young et al. note four conditions that a profit
function must have:
A. “continuous with respect to input and output prices;
B. linearly homogeneous (homogeneity of degree one) in input and output prices
C. nondecreasing in output price and nonincreasing in input prices (monotonicity
in output and input prices); and
D. convex in input and output prices.”
(Young, Mittelhammer, Rostamizadeh & Holland)
It seems very likely that this plant will meet many of these conditions. There is no
reason to believe that the profit function is not continuous with respect to input and
output prices especially since the plant depends heavily on woody biomass to produce its
outputs. Many of the other costs are fixed.
As well as being fixed, many of the other costs cannot be substituted for one
another. Because this is the case, linear homogeneity seems fairly likely as well. Given
that a firm meets these requirements it should be possible to derive a production function.
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VII. Monte Carlo Simulation
The full model to the simulation is available in the spreadsheet component of the
thesis. The profit model is written out in the section “Biofuel Profit Model”. This section
identifies the random variables in the model, and discusses how their distributions are
obtained. Furthermore, it will explore how their variation affects the final optimal results
of the profit equation shown in the aforementioned section.
There are two random variables of which the profit model is a function. One is the
price of diesel which impacts the actual selling price of the product as well as
transportation costs associated with the feed. The other is the value of the renewable
identification numbers (RINs) that will be created with the production of the cellulosic
biofuel.
The general process for this simulation will be that the overall model is run 250
times using the software @Risk (Palisade Corporation, 2014) to optimize the average profit
the firm makes over 20 years over the 250 scenarios based on the available choices and
constraints. Each simulation generates a set of values for the random variables. The
optimal choice variables will then be solved for under certain conditions. The ultimate
goal of this section will be to show the summary statistics of the objective values. This
will provide some support for different possibilities for profit given the assumptions in
the model, and will attempt to capture at least some of the uncertainty of this process.
In order to arrive at an estimate for the cost of diesel, the program R was used to
analyze data (R Core Team, 2013). Since this model will examine the price of diesel over
the next twenty years the long term forecast values from the Annual Energy Outlook
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2013 were used to estimate the mean prices of diesel for each year. (Conti et al., 2013) It
should be noted that these values include taxes, so in order to calculate the value of the
product sold in each year the Monte Carlo value has 0.55 ⋅ 0.99 dollars subtracted from
it. Here, 0.55 is the estimated average value of taxes in 2014 (American Petroleum
Institute 2014) (state and federal) and 0.99 is the conversion factor from 2014 dollars to
2013 dollars (U.S. Department of Labor). Also note that local and county taxes are not
included in the AEO projections, however they are still subtracted out. I will assume that
these costs are zero (Alabama for example averages about two cents per gallon for local
and state) (American Petroleum Institute 2014).
In order to evaluate the distribution of diesel, data was taken from the EIA of
weekly number 2 diesel with ultra-low sulfur from early 2007 through 2013. ("Weekly
u.s. no," 2013). This data was then split up into a matrix with each column representing a
year of data. Each row was then multiplied by a coefficient to bring the prices to 2013
dollars according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) CPI inflation calculator. (U.S.
Department of Labor)
The data was analyzed as follows: First the weekly observations of diesel prices
were split up into 7 time steps with each observation corresponding to a certain year
(2007 through 2013). The data was then adjusted into 2013 dollars according to the CPI
data from the BLS calculator mentioned above (U.S. Department of Labor).
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The distributions of diesel price in each year were as follows from R:
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Figure 4 The prices of diesel from 2007 to 2013 based on information from the EIA ("Weekly u.s. no,"
2013) and adjusted for inflation (U.S. Department of Labor)

The software @Risk was then used in order to fit the best continuous distribution
to each year. @Risk lists the distributions that have the best fit in order based on Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC). Below the top choices are listed in each year. The
distributions that were tested were Extreme Value, Extreme Value Min, Uniform,
Gamma, and Normal. Although the Triangular distribution generates apparently good
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results it will not be used since this is probably because it has an extra parameter. This
extra parameter allows it to fit to a set of data well because it has more flexibility, but
does not necessarily have that same accuracy when it comes to predicting values. Akaike
Information Criterion gives an approximately unbiased estimate of “the average
separation between the generating model…and fitted models having the same
structure…” when the sample size is large relative to the number of parameters
(Cavanaugh, 2012). Given that the candidate distributions had only about two parameters
and sample sizes of about 50 each it seems like a reasonable method to use.
Year

Akaike Information Criterion Best Fit

2007

Extreme Value

2008

Uniform

2009

Uniform

2010

Extreme Value

2011

Extreme Value Min

2012

Uniform

2013

Gamma

Table 5 @Risk’s best fitted distribution according to the Akaike Information Criterion for a given year’s
diesel prices.
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Unfortunately there is no distribution that makes a particularly strong case, however the
extreme value distribution seemed the somewhat promising. Although a uniform or
gamma distribution also appeared to be candidates. The extreme value function has a pdf
of:

𝑓 𝑥 =

1
𝑏

1
𝑒

!!! !!!!
!! !   
!

(7.1)

The expected value is 𝑎 + Γ ! 1 𝑏 ≈ 𝑎 + 0.577𝑏 and the variance is
(Palisade Corporation, 2014). It follows that 𝑎 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 − 0.577
𝑏=

!!"#$"%&'
!

!⋅!"#$"%&'
!

!! !!
!

.

and

. So the @Risk distribution is a Gumbel distribution.

The estimated future values for diesel provided by the Annual Energy Outlook
were then used to represent the means for the future price of diesel per gallon. The
variance in the future will be assumed to be the variance of the data of diesel prices from
early 2007 to 2013 as used before. Again these values were converted to 2013$ from
2011$ (U.S. Department of Labor). This data was then used to generate the parameters
for future distributions which will all be assumed to be distributed as extreme value
functions. The R package “evd” was then used to generate the appropriate random values.
Unfortunately since the domain of the pdf is not only constrained to positive values the
actual simulated values were not successful (negative values occurred frequently and the
price was highly erratic (the range of 5000 simulated values for the first 20 years was
-1.70 to 14.28)). Therefore a gamma distribution was used whose range was 1.89 to 7.39
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with 6250 simulated values (variance was assumed to be about 0.37). A gamma
distribution was chosen based on the logic that typically the price of diesel is around a
certain value, but that there may be certain shocks that cause the price to go up
dramatically. Especially when considering the long run it seems more important to allow
for occasional major oil shocks (in terms of prices increasing), a factor that would be
difficult using a uniform distribution which cannot allow certain values to be more likely
than others.
The second random variable for this model is the price of Renewable
Identification Numbers (RINs). RINs are a valuable product that are attached to the
cellulosic biofuel that is produced. RINs are attached to the fuel until it is blended into
fuel usable in vehicles (McPhail, Westcott & Lutman, 2011). Therefore they also have a
tangible value that should be computed.
The price of RINs will be assumed to have the same distribution over every year
with the same mean and variance. The data that the distribution will be based off of are
weekly 2013 RIN prices. Based on information from @Risk a normal distribution with
mean 73 cents per RIN and variance of 727 seems the most appropriate although
admittedly all the distributions had very weak AIC values. (Palisade Corporation, 2014).
RIN prices were based on information from Ecoengineers and were assumed to be
the max daily value in cents per gallon in 2013$ ("Ecoengineers indexing services" ).
They were also assumed to be biomass based diesel RINs (D4) due to a lack of
information on cellulosic diesel RINs. This value will be assumed to be adjusted by the
90% energy content.
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Using Microsoft Excel 2013 random values (in dollars) were then generated in
each year 250 times. If any values were negative by chance they were turned into 0.
Results
The model was optimized to according to the RISK optimizer in the @Risk add-in
(Palisade Corporation, 2014). The model was solved four times to examine the average
profit for the sum of the 20 years over 250 samples. Note that the 250 values for each
year for each random variable were held constant in each of the four trials. Each trial took
approximately 30 minutes to run. The model was optimized with an optimizing software,
and so it is not necessarily impossible that a global maximum profit was not reached. The
first trial (base) was done by taking the average value of the profit without external costs
included. The second trial looked at the results when external costs were included, the
third trial looked at what would happen if the wood composition was assumed to be half
hardwood and half softwood for just one plant (since in reality it is unlikely that there
will be a choice of the composition, although it may be useful information to know) and
the final trial examined if there was only one plant under the base assumptions. The
average total value over twenty-five years is recorded. Figures are recorded to four
significant digits and represented in millions. In the base case the optimal time to build
plants was year 5 where all five were suggested to be built.
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Simulation 1. No External
Costs (Base)

2. Social
Cost Run

3. Half
Hardwood and
Half Softwood
[With External
Costs included in
brackets]

4. One Plant
Base [With
External
Costs
included in
brackets]

$18,030
Average
Total
Profit over
25 Years

$14,180

$2,313

$2,856

[$1,734]

[$2,255]

$73.50

$99.50

[$44.64]

[$69.60]

$165.0

$193.4

[$136.0]

[$163.4]

Worst
Year

$102.6

Best Year

$1,182

$76.51

$996.6

Table 6 Total profit, worst year, and best year for the given model. Note that no negative values are in the
table and that bracketed terms are simply to show profits when external costs are included (at optimized
private cost values).

	
  

The optimal composition of the feedstock in the base case (and others except the half
hardwood half softwood case) is listed below:
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Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

C6

44.80
%

44.80
%

44.80
%

44.80
%

44.80
%

44.80
%

44.80
%

44.80
%

44.80
%

44.80
%

C5

35.00
%

35.00
%

35.00
%

35.00
%

35.00
%

35.00
%

35.00
%

35.00
%

35.00
%

35.00
%

Ash

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

Year

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

C6

44.80%

44.80
%

44.80
%

44.80
%

44.80
%

44.80
%

44.80
%

44.80
%

44.80
%

44.80
%

C5

35.00%

35.00
%

35.00
%

35.00
%

35.00
%

35.00
%

35.00
%

35.00
%

35.00
%

35.00
%

Ash

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

Year
C6

21

44.80%

22

23

24

25

44.80% 44.80% 44.80% 44.80%

C5

35.00% 35.00% 35.00% 35.00% 35.00%

Ash

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

Table 7 Optimal feedstock composition in the base case.
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In the base case scenario the range of profit per year over the 6250 values was a
profit of about 103 million to a gain of about 1,182 million dollars. The standard
deviation was about 302 million dollars and the average value was about 721 million
dollars. The standard deviation for the first five years (with only one plant operating) was
about 11 million (with an average of about 135 million).
In the single plant case the range overall was from a profit of 99.5 million in one
year to a gain of 193 million dollars in one year with a mean of 143 million dollars of
profit each year. The standard deviation was about 12.7 million dollars.
The difference between the external cost and base case was about 3.85 billion
dollars. So this firm might anticipate that if a carbon tax or other pollutant tax is instituted
that these might be the costs.
It should be noted that in the half hardwood half softwood case if RIN price is
assumed to be zero and external costs are included the plant still has a range of profit
from about 41 million dollars to 121 million dollars per year.
Under these assumptions it is clear that this process has a strong potential to be
profitable. It has shown that even under testing social cost assumptions the benefit to
those who gain from the profit far outweighs the external costs.
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VIII. Conclusion
The main goal of this analysis was to establish whether or not this biofuel plant
seemed to be reasonably feasible. The explicit private costs, external costs, cost
reductions due to learning, and potential variation in some key variables were all
considered in order to arrive at the final conclusion that there is evidence that the plant is
reasonably feasible.
The results are strongly favorable to the idea of building such a plant. One
interesting result of the analysis was that there was clearly an incentive to move towards
a certain chemical composition with the overall profits being about 23% higher in the
optimized case than in the half hardwood and half softwood case.
There are also clearly major differences between the private costs and the social
costs. The difference in the optimized cases was almost 4 billion dollars. The total social
cost excess profit was 79% of the private cost excess profit.
The cost of furfural is also highly uncertain. In the half hardwood, half softwood
case the breakeven furfural price was about $400 per ton when external costs were
included. This is less than a third of the assumed value, but nevertheless shows that
furfural is an important product for this firm.
One interesting finding was the extremely large excess profit values. In the half
hardwood, half softwood case the one plant firm was making an average of about 115
million dollars per year after the return on debt and equity had been paid (not including
external costs). Although this is extremely large it is important to note that transportation
costs away from the plant were not considered so this number may actually be lower.
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The external costs of burning the biofuel were also not examined. However, it
should be noted that if the CO2 is biogenic and any CO2 emissions essentially go back
into producing the trees which produce the fuel then it is difficult to say what the longterm damage is. It is still worthwhile to understand these emissions and this may be a
piece for further research.
While there were many factors considered in this analysis there is still much work
to be done and a great deal of opportunities for further research to be undertaken to arrive
at a better understanding of this firm’s profitability. For example, it would be useful to
analyze explicitly how much it would cost to transport the fuel from the plant to a
potential buyer since this cost is not included in the model and will likely cause the
expected revenue per metric ton of biofuel to decrease. Furthermore, the revenues from
key products such as furfural should be analyzed in greater depth so that there is a better
understanding of the uncertainty associated with the assumed price. There may also be
improvements to how learning is calculated and how this multiplier affects various
components of the model. For example, it was not assumed that learning affects the
chemical outputs, but it may be that chemical engineers develop better processes which
improve the outputs of the plant.
Aside from the fact that further research may be done and improvements made to
the model, it is also important to cover the various limitations of this analysis. One major
limitation was that the progress ratio was essentially based off similar products opposed
to being based on the actual process that the plant uses. A further analysis of learning
may yield a better estimate of this factor. There are also many pollutants whose costs
were not covered because of a lack of information. If there were clearer social costs
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associated with a variety of outputs it would be possible to arrive at a better
understanding of the external costs of these pollutants. There may be limitations
associated with the optimizer used and this may result in non-optimal feedstock
compositions if a relative maximum was attained rather than a global. There is also
difficulty in estimating how realistic it is to build additional plants. The model only
allows plants to be built within the first five years, but as shown all plants were built in
the fifth year to receive the gains from learning. It may be possible that waiting even
longer is better, but this model needed to stop somewhere, and so the fifth year was
arbitrarily chosen as the last year new plants could be built. There is also uncertainty
associated with how feasible this plant will remain in the long term especially when the
time horizon begins to expand beyond twenty-five years. It is therefore difficult to say if
this will remain profitable in the distant future especially considering the advances of
other energy technologies.
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